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Section 5:!
Learning"
In general:"
Structuring (or restructuring) of knowledge (due to 

experiences)"
In AI systems:"
Restructuring in order to improve behavior of system"

performance"
element	

environment	
knowledge"
base	

learner	
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General Questions/Problems"
Learning Phase:"
n  How to represent and store the learned knowledge? "
n  What or whom to learn from? "
n  What learning method to use?"
Application Phase"
n  How to detect applicable knowledge? "
n  How to apply knowledge? "
n  How to detect and deal with misleading knowledge?"
General questions"
n  How to generalize, resp. detect and define similarities  "
n  How to combine knowledge from different sources?"
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Structure of the course"

1.  Introduction"
2.  Preliminaries"
3.  Learning rules"
4.  Learning parameter settings"
5.  Learning trees/graphs"
6.  Learning partitions of sets"
7.  Learning sequences/behaviors"
8.  Learning cases"
9.  General improvement techniques"
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What to learn from"

n  Unsupervised learning !
F learn from own experiences"

n  Supervised learning"
● Teacher(s) provide knowledge"
● Teacher provides evaluation of own experiences"
● Teacher can be observed"
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What learning method to use"

n  Learning by heart !
(of prototypical cases)"

n  Decision-tree based learning (ID3, C4.5)"
n  Reinforcement learning"
n  Evolutionary methods, like"

● Classifier systems"
n  Neural Networks"
n  ..."
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How to apply knowledge"

n  Learned parameters!
F set parameters of system!

"for example, a search system, a neural net, ..."
n  Learned rules given!

F use them on problem instance"
n  Cases!

F follow guidance of detected similar case"
n  ..."
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How to combine knowledge"

n  Set priorities to achieve hierarchy of knowledge!
but: what if knowledge inconsistent"

n  “Plan” application of knowledge to get subgoals and 
use most appropriate knowledge for subgoal"

n  Have agents employing the different learned 
knowledge cooperate"
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Similarity"
n  Basis: match and/or antiunify structure of 

knowledge involved in the learning process"
n  Measure difference of structures after basis:"

● Numbers F difference"
● Symbols F constant or use “similarity classes” or 

predefined distances"
● Complex structures F combine similarities of 

components"
n  Take application into account:!

what is very similar for one purpose might not be of 
any interest for another purpose"


